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Abstract

Aims—Granulovacuolar degeneration involves the accumulation of large, double membrane-bound bodies within certain neurons during the course of Alzheimer’s disease and other adult-onset dementias. Because of the two-layer membrane morphology, it has been proposed that the bodies are related to autophagic organelles. The aim of this study was to test this hypothesis, and determine the approximate stage at which the pathway stalled in Alzheimer’s disease.

Methods—Spatial colocalization of autophagic and endocytic markers with casein kinase 1 delta, a marker for GVD bodies, was evaluated in hippocampal sections prepared from postmortem Braak stage IV and V Alzheimer’s disease cases using double-label confocal fluorescence microscopy.

Results—GVD bodies colocalized weakly with early-stage autophagy markers LC3 and p62, but strongly with late-stage marker LAMP1 (lysosome-associated membrane protein 1), which decorated their surrounding membranes. GVD bodies also colocalized strongly with CHMP2B (charged multivesicular body protein 2B), which colocalized with the core granule, but less strongly with lysosomal marker cathepsin D.

Conclusions—The resultant immunohistochemical signature suggests that GVD bodies contain late-stage autophagic markers, and accumulate at the nexus of autophagic and endocytic pathways. The data further suggest that failure to complete autolysosome formation may be an important correlate of GVD body accumulation.
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Introduction

Granulovacuolar degeneration (GVD) is characterized by the intraneuronal accumulation of large (up to 5 µm diameter) membrane-bound vacuoles harbouring a central granule. Although originally observed in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1], and classically detected in hippocampal pyramidal neurons [2], GVD also affects additional brain regions [3,4] and is found above age-matched control levels in other adult-onset dementias including forms of frontotemporal lobar degeneration [5]. In AD hippocampus, granulovacuolar degeneration...
body (GVB) load increases with disease severity in parallel with neurofibrillary lesion density [6,7] and correlates strongly with decline of episodic memory performance [8]. Much like the defining lesions of AD, β-amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, GVBs have a well-documented but poorly understood connection to disease progression. Elucidation of GVB composition and origin may offer additional insight into the pathogenesis of sporadic disease.

Toward that end, GVB ultrastructure has been extensively studied, revealing a central electron-dense granule with coarse or vesicular morphology and a surrounding double unit membrane [9]. On the basis of the latter characteristic, a macroautophagic origin for GVBs has been proposed [9]. Macroautophagy (hereafter referred to as autophagy) begins with the formation and extension of an isolation membrane, or phagophore, that is double-layered and decorated by the autophagic membrane protein LC3 (microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3; Figure 1) [10–12]. Upon closure of the membrane, the resultant autophagosome undergoes a stepwise maturation process involving fusion with late endosomes/multivesicular bodies to form amphisomes, and finally with lysosomes to yield autolysosomes (Figure 1). The latter maturation steps acquire ATPases that acidify the vacuolar lumen, and lysosomal hydrolases such as cathepsins that degrade the inner autophagic membrane and its sequestered cargoes [13,14]. Digested materials are then transported back to the cytoplasm and recycled [15]. Because autophagy is a dynamic and efficient process in healthy neurons, autophagic intermediates are rarely observed unless their formation or clearance is inhibited [16]. Whether autophagic misfunction contributes to GVB formation is unknown.

Autophagic vesicles can sequester ubiquitinated substrates in cytoplasm, including those that form protein aggregates [17]. Consistent with this potential function, GVB granules contain ubiquitin immunoreactivity [9,18]. On the other hand, neurons undergoing GVD only modestly overlap with those containing tau aggregates [19,20], and GVB granules contain only weak phospho-tau immunoreactivity [21–24]. Moreover, neither induction nor inhibition of autophagy alone has been reported to yield GVBs in model systems [16]. Autophagy is but one process through which cellular constituents enter lysosomes for degradation (Figure 1), and more than one pathway may contribute to the formation of GVBs.

Traditionally, GVD has been detected with non-specific histological stains such haematoxylin and eosin, which has slowed progress in characterizing the molecular composition of GVBs. However, we reported that Ckiδ, a protein kinase implicated in protein ubiquitination, is a robust surrogate marker for the GVB granule [25]. Through this approach it is now possible to conduct GVB colocalization experiments in authentic AD tissue. Here we use immunohistochemistry to probe the relationship between GVBs and representative proteins associated with the autophagic and endocytotic processes. The results show that GVBs contain autophagic and endocytic markers, and have an epitope signature most consistent with the amphisome stage of autophagy. The results point to incomplete lysosome fusion as a potentially important correlate of GVB formation.

**Materials and methods**

**Subjects**

This study utilized only archival, anonymised postmortem brain tissue samples from autopsies performed with informed consent of each patient or relative via procedures approved by the relevant institutional committees (University of Toledo; Case Western Reserve University). Samples included tissue from five elderly subjects with a clinical diagnosis of AD (mean age 71 ± 11 years (SD); Table 1) that was confirmed on
neuropathological evaluation in which the Consortium to Establish a Registry for AD (CERAD) age-adjusted criteria were met [26]. All cases satisfied criteria for Braak stages IV or V [27].

Tissue preparation and Immunohistochemistry

Hippocampal brain tissue obtained postmortem was fixed in either methacarn (methanol:chloroform:acetic acid; 6:3:1) or phosphate-buffered 20% formalin (8% formaldehyde), embedded in paraffin, and sliced into 6-µm thick sections. Tissue sections were then deparaffinized in xylene, rehydrated in a descending series of ethanol concentrations, then subjected to antigen retrieval (low microwave heating for 20 min; [28]) in citrate buffer (10 mM citric acid, 0.5% Tween-20, pH 6.0) followed by washing (2 × 5 min) in PBST (2.7 mM KCl, 0.14 M NaCl, 8.1 mM Na₂HPO₄, 0.1% Tween-20, pH 7.4). Washed sections were then blocked (1 h at 19°C) with 5% goat serum diluted in phosphate buffer (PB; 33 mM NaH₂PO₄, 162 mM Na₂HPO₄, pH 7.4), then incubated (overnight at 4°C) with primary antibodies (Table 2) diluted in PB containing 2.5% goat serum. After washing in PBST (3 × 10 min), sections were incubated (1 h at 19°C) with fluorescent dye-labeled secondary antibodies (1.5 µg/ml Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG, Jackson Immuno Research Laboratories, Inc, West Grove, PA; 2 µg/ml Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, Invitrogen, CA). After washing in PBST (3 × 10 min), tissue was treated (10 min at 19°C) with 0.1% Sudan Black B (EM Diagnostics, Gibbstown, NJ) in 80% ethanol to suppress lipofuscin autofluorescence [29]. Sections were then washed (2 × 10 min) in PBST and once for 10 min in PB. Coverslips were mounted with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and sealed with clear nail enamel. Labeled sections were viewed in a Leica TCS SL laser-scanning confocal system (100x oil HCX Plan Apo CS 0.70 – 1.40 NA objective lens) operated at wavelengths optimized for simultaneous detection of Alexa Fluor 488 (λex = 488 nm; λem = 500–530 nm) and Cy3 (λex = 543 nm; λem = 560–600 nm). Long-wavelength fluorescence (λex = 633 nm; λem = 650–740 nm) also was monitored to assess autofluorescence intensity. Digital confocal images were captured at 1x and 4x digital zoom, and stored in Tagged Image Format. Both secondary antibodies displayed minimal non-specific staining under these conditions as determined by immunostaining in the absence of primary antibodies.

Assessment of colocalization of GVD with autophagy markers

To assess the relationship between autophagy and GVD in AD hippocampus (Braak stages IV and V, Table 1), the distribution of various marker proteins (Table 2) was compared to that of GVBs (marked by Ckiδ) using double-label confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. Colocalization was assessed both at the cellular and subcellular levels, and was limited to only those GVBs having a diameter of at least 1 µm to facilitate quantification. At the subcellular level, colocalization was defined as “granular” when marker immunoreactivity directly overlapped Ckiδ immunoreactivity in a GVB granule, and as “encircling” when it surrounded the periphery of a GVB vacuole. At the cellular level, colocalization was defined as the presence of at least one example of the encircling or granular patterns in a neuron undergoing GVD. The two types of subcellular colocalization, encircling and granular, were pooled from multiple observations from each case (technical replicates) and quantified as the mean percent colocalization.

Analytical evaluation of immunohistochemical staining and statistics

The proportion of Ckiδ-immunoreactive GVBs that colocalized with each marker was analyzed using the Wilson score method [30]. At least 60 technical replicates were counted from at least 10 fields of each case so that the 95% confidence interval for colocalization was ≤15%. Overall mean colocalization (for both cellular and subcellular observations) was then calculated as the average of all five biological replicate means and reported ± standard error.
error of the mean. Analysis was conducted at both the cellular (colocalization with neurons undergoing GVD) and subcellular (colocalization with individual GVBs) levels.

Differences in colocalization of markers with GVBs were assessed by z-test:

\[ z = \frac{x_1 - x_2}{\sqrt{(S_{x1})^2+(S_{x2})^2}} \]

where \( x_1 \pm S_{x1} \) and \( x_2 \pm S_{x2} \) are the pair of overall mean colocalization estimates ± SE being compared, \( z \) is the 1-\( \alpha \) point of the standard normal distribution, and \( p \) (the probability of obtaining the observed results assuming the null hypothesis) is 2\( \alpha \). All statistical analyses were carried out using JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

**Results**

**Colocalization with early-stage autophagy markers**

The colocalization of GVBs with early-stage autophagy markers was probed with antibodies raised against LC3 and p62 (Table 2). The lipidated form of LC3 (LC3-II) is bound by both the inner and outer membrane of the autophagosome, and thus colocalizes with the earliest stages of autophagosome formation (Figure 1) [11,31]. LC3-II decreases with autophagosome maturation, however, owing to partial proteolysis and delipidation of the outer-membrane by cysteine protease Atg4 [32] and destruction of the inner membrane by lysosomal/endosomal hydrolases. Therefore, LC3 primarily marks the phagophore and autophagosome relative to late-stage compartments (i.e., the amphisome and the autolysosome). When AD hippocampus was investigated by double-label immunofluorescence microscopy, Ckiδ immunoreactivity displayed the punctate cytoplasmic pattern previously shown to correspond to GVBs (Figure 2a,d) [25]. In contrast, LC3 immunoreactivity was typically diffuse and filled neuronal cell bodies (Figure 2b,e) in agreement with a previous report [33]. However, the diffuse LC3 staining pattern colocalized only weakly with GVBs at the cellular or subcellular levels (Figure 2c, f; Figure 3), suggesting that GVBs do not correspond to early-stage autophagy organelles.

To confirm this finding, the distribution of p62 was investigated. p62 binds ubiquitin, and is commonly found associated with polyubiquitinated protein aggregates including those in neurofibrillary tangles [34–36]. It also binds LC3, and so can act as an adaptor protein to facilitate autophagic degradation of ubiquitinated substrates [37]. Thus, p62 immunoreactivity predominates in cells containing ubiquitinated protein aggregates and accumulates in non-degradative autophagic compartments (phagophore and autophagosome) relative to amphisomes and autolysosomes where it is destroyed. Double-label immunofluorescence microscopy confirmed that p62 colocalized with neurofibrillary tangles, however it rarely colocalized with GVBs at the cellular or subcellular levels (Figure 2g–l; Figure 3). This low level of colocalization did not differ significantly (\( p < 0.05 \)) from that observed for LC3 at the cellular or subcellular levels. Together, both LC3 and p62 immunostaining patterns suggest that GVBs do not resemble early-stage autophagy organelles.

**Colocalization with late-stage autophagy markers**

Late-stage autophagy was probed with markers LAMP1 (lysosome-associated membrane protein-1) and CTSD (cathepsin D). LAMP1 is a membrane glycoprotein associated with late endosome, amphisome, and lysosome organelles, and thus can distinguish the later stages of the autophagic pathway from earlier stages [38,39]. Double-label
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immunofluorescence microscopy revealed that LAMP1 immunoreactivity in AD hippocampal neurons undergoing GVD displayed a punctuate pattern throughout cytoplasm except in the immediate vicinity of GVBs, where it adopted an encircling colocalization pattern (Figure 4a–c). At the cellular level, 75 ± 7% of neurons undergoing GVD contained encircling LAMP1 immunoreactivity (Figure 3), which was significantly higher than the colocalization found for either early-stage autophagy marker LC3 or p62 (p < 0.001). At the subcellular level, colocalization with GVBs averaged 32 ± 7% (Figure 3), which again was significantly higher than the colocalization observed with LC3 or p62 (p < 0.001). These data are consistent with LAMP1 being a membrane protein associated with the surrounding membrane of the GVB vacuole. These data also indicate that GVBs are more closely related to late-stage than to early-stage autophagic organelles.

To extend this finding, the distribution of CTSD was investigated. CTSD is a major intracellular aspartic protease expressed in nearly all neurons and glial cells [40]. It reportedly associates with late-stage autophagic organelles and endosomes, but with highest levels in lysosomes. For example, lysosomal CTSD levels have been reported to be nearly an order of magnitude above levels in late endosomes [41,42]. Thus CTSD immunostaining was expected to be a sensitive probe for lysosomes and their fusion products. Double-label immunofluorescence microscopy revealed that CTSD immunoreactivity in AD hippocampal neurons undergoing GVD adopted a punctuate pattern throughout the cytoplasm with occasional granular colocalization with GVBs (Fig 4d–f). At the cellular level, 44 ± 10% of neurons undergoing GVD contained CTSD immunoreactivity colocalizing with GVBs (Figure 3). Although this was significantly higher than the colocalization found for either early-stage autophagy marker LC3 or p62 (p < 0.001), it was significantly lower than for marker LAMP1 (p < 0.01). At the subcellular level, 13 ± 4% of GVBs colocalized with CTSD (Figure 3), which again was significantly greater than the colocalization observed with LC3 or p62 (p < 0.01) but significantly lower than the value for LAMP1 (p < 0.05). Together with LAMP1 immunoreactivity, these data are consistent with GVBs being more closely related to late-stage than early-stage autophagic organelles. Because GVD granules are enveloped by LAMP1-containing membranes but contain limited amounts of CTSD, GVBs likely represent a vesicle similar to the amphisome in the autophagic pathway and point toward limited autolysosome formation as the approximate point of stalling.

**Colocalization with endocytic protein CHMP2B**

Amphisomes represent an intersection between endocytosis and autophagy, the two major pathways to the lysosome. Thus, under some circumstances, accumulation of amphisomes may be accompanied by endocytosis markers. A component of the endocytosis pathway, CHMP2B, has been reported to colocalize with GVBs at the cellular level [4]. CHMP2B is a component of the endosomal sorting complex required for transport-III (ESCRT-III), which is involved in endocytic trafficking of proteins [43,44]. ESCRT-III drives the formation and specifically the scission of intraluminal vesicles in MVBs, and under certain conditions remain associated with them [45]. Therefore, the distribution of CHMP2B in AD hippocampus was quantified. Double-label immunofluorescence microscopy revealed that CHMP2B immunoreactivity adopted a punctate pattern having strong granular colocalization with GVBs (Figure 4g–l). At the cellular level, 98 ± 1% of neurons undergoing GVD contained granular overlapping CHMP2B immunoreactivity, which was significantly greater than the degree of colocalization found for any other investigated autophagy marker (p < 0.001). At the subcellular level, colocalization with GVBs averaged 82 ± 3% (Figure 3), which again was significantly higher than the colocalization observed with the autophagy markers investigated above (p < 0.001). These data confirm that GVBs represent an organelle population with characteristics similar to amphisomes, but enriched with granular content from the endosomal pathway.
Discussion

On the basis of their ultrastructural morphology, GVBs have been proposed to bear some relation to autophagic organelles [9]. Here we found that GVBs do indeed harbour autophagic marker proteins, especially those associated with the later stages of organelle maturation. Their epitope signature is consistent with organelles formed after fusion of autophagosomes with multivesicular bodies/late endosomes but before autolysosome maturation is complete. These data point to GVBs accumulating at the nexus between autophagy and endocytosis, the two major trafficking pathways to the lysosome in neurons. Thus, GVBs could potentially arise from increased or aberrant flux through one or both of these pathways combined with a failure of lysosome-mediated clearance.

Of these three general possibilities, upregulation of autophagic flux is especially attractive as a modulator of neuritic lesion formation in AD. Indeed, various autophagy-derived bodies are reportedly capable of degrading protein aggregates [17], serving as a nidus for neuronal inclusion formation [46], and protecting against cell death [47]. Nonetheless, it is not clear that increased autophagic flux contributes to GVB formation. First, a key suppressor of autophagy induction, the mTOR protein kinase [48], is more heavily autophosphorylated at Ser2481 in AD relative to normal brain [49], consistent with its activation [50]. Under these conditions, initiation of phagophore formation is predicted to be suppressed rather than activated in AD relative to normal brain. Second, tau aggregates appear in the same neurons undergoing GVD [51], but rarely [19,20], and not within the GVB itself [9]. Moreover, phospho-tau epitopes have been discovered within GVBs [21–24], but the failure to detect many nonphospho-tau epitopes [18] raises the issue of non-specific binding. In fact, GVBs bind several anti-phospho-epitope antibodies raised against diverse proteins while paradoxically failing to display the corresponding non-phospho epitopes [52]. Third, p62, which could potentially facilitate autophagic clearance of ubiquitinated tau aggregates by tethering them to LC3 [37,53], only weakly colocalizes with GVBs despite its association with neurofibrillary tangles. Although a punctuate immunostaining pattern was reported for this protein in AD brain [52], the results herein suggest that this pattern is unrelated to GVD. Finally, induction of autophagy in neurons is insufficient by itself to drive the accumulation of intermediate organelles [16]. Together these observations suggest that GVBs form independently of neuritic lesions [54] and are unconstrained by limitations in autophagic flux.

Aberrant flux through the endocytic system also is attractive as a contributor to GVD, since this system is at least partially responsible for the increased processing of APP to β-amyloid peptide observed in AD [55]. As reported previously [4] and confirmed here, the endocytic system does appear to make a substantial contribution to the contents of GVBs, as indicated by strong colocalization of CHMP2B with the GVB granule. CHMP2B is a member of the ESCRT-III complex (Figure 1), which mediates membrane abscission during formation of the intraluminal vesicles within the multivesicular body [45,56]. It functions to recruit VPS4, an AAA+ ATPase required for the disassembly and recycling of ESCRT subunits [57]. When this function is diminished through truncation mutagenesis, CHMP2B accumulates within MVBs instead of recycling [45]. Because VPS4 activity is subject to regulation under normal conditions, CHMP2B mislocalization and accumulation in disease may be secondary to aberrant VPS4 regulation rather than the rare genetic mutations that alter its primary structure and cause frontotemporal lobar degeneration [44].

Finally, studies on cultured neurons reveal that inhibition of lysosome-mediated clearance is essential for accumulation of autophagic intermediates [16]. It also leads to increased size and density of multivesicular bodies [58]. The defect that leads to GVB formation is not established, but our finding that GVBs colocalize more frequently with LAMP1 than
lysosome marker CTSD suggest that diminished lysosome fusion efficiency is a candidate defect. A similar defect accompanies certain pathogenic CHMP2B mutations associated with frontotemporal dementia, which depress endosome-lysosome fusion by impairing the recruitment of proteins necessary for fusion to occur (e.g., Rab7 [59]). Stalling of the autophagic pathway at an intermediate stage may have contributed to the LC3 staining pattern observed in this study, since prolonged exposure to cytosolic Atg4 would be expected to release LC3 from the outer membrane, resulting in a diffuse rather than membrane-associated appearance typically found in model systems [60].

The strong colocalization of Ckiδ with the GVB granule remains to be rationalized. Its presence suggests a selective enrichment relative to what might be expected from random bulk entrapment through lysosome delivery pathways. Casein kinase-1 family members, including Ckiδ, are established mediators of protein ubiquitination in cells through direct phosphorylation of E3 ligases or their recognition motifs [61–63]. Monoubiquitination is a well characterized signal for targeting plasma membrane-associated proteins for endocytosis [64,65], and specific members of the casein kinase-1 family regulate this reaction [66]. It is conceivable that phosphorylated and ubiquitinated cargoes, along with the catalyst Ckiδ, end up together in GVBs through the endocytic pathway. The nature of this relationship and the role of Ckiδ remains to be elucidated.

In summary, Ckiδ-immunoreactive GVBs most strongly colocalize with markers of the late autophagic and endocytic compartments relative to lysosomal protease CTSD or early-stage autophagy markers LC3 and p62. We speculate that GVBs arise from an increased or aberrant flux through the endocytic pathway that is inefficiently cleared owing to a defect in lysosome fusion efficiency (Figure 1). As a result, flux is routed into the autophagic pathway, which accumulates amphisome-like intermediates in abnormally large sizes owing to the same lysosome-fusion defect combined with mTOR-mediated suppression of phagophore formation. This hypothesis rationalizes the presence of both CHMP2B and ubiquitin in the GVB granules without a need for increased autophagic flux. The upstream events that lead to this phenotype may offer clues to regulatory events associated with sporadic AD, and whether GVD has toxic or protective effects on neurons.
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Figure 1. Convergence of the autophagic and endocytic pathways destined for lysosome-mediated degradation

In the autophagy pathway, p62-bound ubiquitinated organelles and cytosolic proteins targeted for degradation are engulfed by the phagophore, a double-layered membrane decorated by LC3-II, creating the autophagosome. In the endocytic pathway, internalized membrane proteins destined for lysosomal degradation are sorted into intraluminal vesicles of the MVB by sequential activity of ESCRTs 0, I, II, and III. CHMP2B is part of the ESCRT-III complex, which as a whole is specifically required for the abscission activity in the final stages of intraluminal vesicle formation. Mature MVBs fuse either with the autophagosome to form the amphisome or directly with the lysosome. Upon fusion with the
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MVB, the amphisome acquires vacuolar ATPases, which acidify the lumen, and lysosomal membrane proteins. Fusion of the amphisome with the lysosome, which donates degradative hydrolases, creates the autolysosome where complete degradation of the sequestered material occurs. See text for details.
Figure 2. Colocalization of GVBs with early-stage autophagy markers
Double-label confocal images (1x digital zoom, a–c, g–i; 4x digital zoom, d–f, j–l) of hippocampal sections stained with anti-Ckiδ antibody (green channel; a, d, g, j) which labels the GVB granule, and antibodies against LC3 (red channel; b, e) and p62 (red channel; h, k). Image overlays (c, f, i, l) highlight pixel overlap between Ckiδ and marker immunoreactivity in yellow. GVBs colocalized weakly with either LC3 or p62. In contrast, p62 colocalized with neurofibrillary tangles (h, arrow). Scale bars apply to each row.
Figure 3. Quantification of GVB colocalization
Bars correspond to the overall mean percent colocalization of LC3, p62, LAMP1, CTSD, and CHMP2B immunoreactivity with GVBs ± SEM (n = 5 cases). Direct colocalization was defined as encircling and granular patterns. Statistical analysis of these data is summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
Figure 4. Colocalization of GVBs with late-stage autophagic and endocytic markers
Double-label confocal images (4x digital zoom, a–f, j–l; 1x digital zoom, g–i) of hippocampal sections stained with anti-Ckiδ antibody (green channel) and antibodies against LAMP1, CTSD, and CHMP2B (red channel). High magnification panels j – l are three dimensional reconstructions, each composed of a stack of 25 optical slices acquired at 240 nm intervals. Image overlays highlight pixel overlap between Ckiδ and marker immunoreactivity in yellow. GVBs colocalized strongly with LAMP1, which stained the encircling GVB membrane (b, arrows), weakly with CTSD, which labeled a population of vesicles distinct from GVBs, and strongly with CHMP2B, which co-labeled the core granule. Scale bars apply to each row.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case (#)</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>PMI (h)</th>
<th>Fixation</th>
<th>Braak Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Formalin</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Methacarn</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Formalin</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>Formalin</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Methacarn</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Case Demographics (PMI, postmortem interval)
### Table 2

Antibodies used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker Protein</th>
<th>Encoding Gene(^1)</th>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Final Concentration</th>
<th>Isotype</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ckiδ</td>
<td>CSNK1D</td>
<td>128a</td>
<td>ICOS Corp, WA</td>
<td>2 µg/ml</td>
<td>Mouse IgG</td>
<td>[20,25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3C</td>
<td>MAP1LC3A</td>
<td>HPA007649</td>
<td>Sigma, MO</td>
<td>1.6 µg/ml</td>
<td>Rabbit IgG</td>
<td>[67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p62</td>
<td>SQSTM1</td>
<td>PW9860</td>
<td>Enzo Life Sciences, PA</td>
<td>1:500 dilution</td>
<td>Rabbit IgG</td>
<td>[36,68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMP1</td>
<td>LAMP1</td>
<td>AP1823a</td>
<td>Abgent</td>
<td>2.5 µg/ml</td>
<td>Rabbit IgG</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSD</td>
<td>CTSD</td>
<td>AB33174</td>
<td>BioGenex</td>
<td>0.2 µg/ml</td>
<td>Rabbit IgG</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHMP2B</td>
<td>CHMP2B</td>
<td>AR205</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>1 µg/ml</td>
<td>Rabbit IgG</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Human Genome Organization nomenclature.